Miguel Milá

TMM
Floor and Table Lamp
(1.) 1961 and (2.) 2002 y (3., 4.) 1964
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
ADI FAD Critics Award 1962
The most celebrated piece by one of the masters of Spanish
design, the TMM is an exquisite demonstration of formal serenity
and functional efficiency. A base in the form of a cross supports
the square shaft and the drum-shaped height adjustable shade.
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT (unpacked) :
(1.) TMM floor lamp
(2.) TMM Metálico wall lamp
(3.) TMM largo wall lamp
(4.) TMM corto wall lamp
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
Bulbholder:

4Kg
2,6kg
2,6kg
1,2kg
E27/E26

(1.) Light Source:
Self-ballasted classical compact fluorescent
TCA-SE. 15-20W/825 EEC: A. Max. hgt. 125 mm
(2., 3., 4.) Light Source:
Self-ballasted microglobe compact fluorescent
TCG-SE. 7-11W/825 EEC: A. Max. hgt. 85 mm
EUROPE AC
USA/JAPAN AC

230V
110/128V

50 Hz
60 Hz

1. TMM table lamp

Light source not included.
Luminaries only suitable for indoor use.
Always use the light source recommended or equivalent.
The luminaries comply with the following regulations:
UNE-EN 60598
UNE-EN 55015
STRUCTURE:
(1.) Cherry, wenge, beech or walnut wood structure.
(2.) Satin nickel structure.
(3., 4.) Beech wood structure.
LAMPSHADE:
(1.) Height adjustable lampshade.
(1., 3., 4.) Beige or white cardboard structure.
(2.) Acrylsatiné methacrylate shade.
MAINTENANCE:
Clean with a smooth cloth. Do not to use ammonia products,
solvents, abrasives, etc.

2. TMM Metálico wall lamp

OTHERS:
(1.) The luminary is delivered just in one packet.
(1.) The light is switched on and off by pulling lightly on the cable.
(2., 3., 4.)The luminaries are delivered in different packets.
(4.) Two connection options: direct to the wall or with plug (in this
case, the light is switched on and off by pulling lightly on the cable).
The assembly instructions are delivered with the product.
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(3., 4.) TMM largo and corto
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